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Assignment for

6/24/14 1 learn the 2nd aorist forms in para 177 (no cards for these)

2 be able to conjugate the second aorist indicative active of lei/pw, 

para. 181

3 be able to conjugate the second aorist indicative middle of lei/pw, 

para. 181

4 do the exercises (para 188) to hand in

class outline
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prayer:  Heavenly Father, We thank you for giving us the precious 

gift of Christian fellowship, and for providing us this opportunity to 

study the language in which You inspired the books of the New 

Testament. Grant that we may always approach Your Word with 

holy reverence, and learn to read and truly appreciate its message 

of grace and salvation. In the name of Jesus, AMEN.

QUIZ

REVIEW: Lesson 23 pg 75, pres act m-p of lu/w

observations: m and p forms identical / w/h is the MODE SIGN / 

2ms same as indicative! / subj 1 pl is used for exhortations/

some Gk verbs followed by gen case (esp verbs of sensation or 

feeling), or by the dative case (emphasizes personal interest)

DISCUSS: 

177 vocab (these just aorist forms of verbs you've already learned)

178 1st & 2nd aorist simply different FORMS of the same tense

179 aorist UNDEFINED action / treats action as a point - PUNCTILIAR / 

points to the action w/o describing it

180 generally punctiliar action in PAST time / (dif betw aor and impf is 

punct vs. durative)

181 conjugation of lei/pw in 2nd aor active AND middle

182 difference betw impf and aor is difference in STEM - leip vs. lip / 

accent in active on ultima, in middle on penult

183 like present, aor has no augment in infinitive

184 aorist stem is SIMPLIFIED, often shorter

185 1st or 2nd aorist? Have to look it up to find out!

186 in aorist, middle and passive are DIFFERENT (unlike pres and impf)

187 aorist has no exact correspondance to English, hard to translate 

exactly

Assignment, close w prayer: Almighty God, thank you for the 

pleasant hour we have spent studying the language of Holy 

Scripture. Keep us all under your protecting grace and care until we 

meet again, in Jesus' name, AMEN.

Tuesday, June 10, 2014

Lesson 24, Page 77: Second Aorist Indicative Active and Middle


